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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, in many countries, a increasing number of private companies resort to prison labor. In fact, inmates work more and more for private undertakings both inside and outside prison. In consideration of private companies generally engaged in international trade, prison labor thus participate in global supply chains. Then under such circumstances, there is a developing trend that prison economy is being marketed internationally. Nevertheless, there are some institutional barriers in international trade policies, such as WTO rules, which in principle prohibit prison labor product coming into international market. This research aims to discuss the possibility of exports of prison products in international trade market within WTO/GATT framework. In terms of prisoners' labor rights protection, by exploring the consistency of WTO rule with ILO standard, the research intends to find the possibility of prison labor product being accepted by the international market. Feasibility analysis is developed in the research to propose constructive suggestion for an open question in the international law.
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1. Introduction

In 2001 Global Report to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the ILO noted that: “a number of countries are increasingly resorting to privatized prison labor under various arrangements ... even though the practices are far from new. They are increasing, with private prison
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How could prison products come into ... services now being marketed internationally.” As Sander Levin, a Democratic congressman from Michigan said in 2007: “We believe that putting worker rights into trade agreements is a critical piece of shaping globalization in the world today.” Thus, working rights and interests of prison workers who are engaged in the chain of the global trade are expected to be guaranteed within international standards as well, which has been widely recognized in international trade market. Based on this background, this article tries to explore the possible way to protect prison workers’ labor rights under ILO standard, so that prison products could be accepted by the international market by following WTO rules.

This article develops in the following structure: firstly, GATT Article XX(e) regarding prison products is analyzed deeply in terms of its application, legislative intent, and legislative background. Thereafter, the problems of its modern application would be presented, involving classification of traditional and non-traditional prison product, interpretation of relevant word, international human rights standard applied beyond the border, and significance of free flow of prison products in international market. Hence, the analysis of modern application of Article XX(e) is developed by making distinction between traditional and non-traditional prison product and at last, how to keep the consistency of WTO Article XX(e) with ILO labor standards is explored.

There are already existing descriptive studies and theoretical discussions of prison economy in global market. But the academic perspective of discussing consistency between ILO and WTO rules to explore the possibility of prison products entering global market is rare. ILO standards applying in global market chains are imperative to guarantee universal human rights protection for workers, especially for inmate workers involved in prison economy for being in a vulnerable employee position. Thus, correspondingly, reasonable work treatments for inmate workers make it possible to allow prison products coming into international market within WTO/GATT framework.

2. Methodology

Firstly, is the Analysis Method? It is necessary to investigate legal standards under WTO and ILO legal framework. So, instruments and policy documents in relation to prison products under these legal frameworks will be explored as the primary sources. Secondly, it will use Literature Method. This method applied in this research is to collect ample information and material to support further theoretical discussions. Then, related books, papers and articles, thesis and electronic materials, are gathered as the secondary sources.

3. GATT Article XX(e)

3.1 Application

Within GATT/WTO legal framework, the only one provision relating to prison labor product is regulated in GATT1994General Exceptions, Article XX(e). As it reads in below:

“Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures: ... (e) relating to the products of prison labour; ...”

Article XX of the GATT, the General Exceptions Clause, permits member states to violate other GATT

---

obligations in some cases where discrimination towards the products in the exceptions list is necessary and justified. Actually, as the general exception provision, Article XX provides a privilege, or an exemption clause, to contracting parties during the observation of WTO rules.

Wherein, Article XX(e) offers a right to member states to take restrictive trade measures against imports relating to the products of prison labor. Hence, Article XX(e) serves as a legal basis for WTO member states to be exempted from general WTO compulsory obligations (such as Most-favored Nation Treatment, National Treatment and so on), when dealing with imports of goods made with prison labor.

For details, if a member state seeks to apply a quantitative restriction to prohibit products of prison labor, it would invoke Article XI of the GATT, Quantitative Restrictions. The member state could justify the action by showing: (1) The ban does indeed restrict prison product which is prohibited in the Article XX(e); (2) The measure must not involve: (a) “arbitrary discrimination” between countries where the same or similar conditions exist; (b) “unjustifiable discrimination” with the same qualifier; or (c) a “disguised restriction” on international trade; (3) The measure should be both reasonable and moderate, as far as possible without departing from the fundamental spirit of WTO rules.

GATT Preface asks member states to obey the international law principle of “good faith.” Although Article XX(e) specifically permits restrictions on products of prison labor, an overprotective ban will violate the spirit of the chapeau, which is considered as unjustifiable under Article XX. For instance, In the U.S.–Shrimp, the Appellate Body regarded the chapeaux striking a balance between the WTO Member’s right to invoke an Article XX exception and the same Member’s duty to respect the rights of other members, as evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

3.2 Legislative intent

Provisions forbidding the import and export of prison labor products are mainly out of economic and political considerations: first, to protect the importing country’s domestic economy from the impact of unfair competition; and second, to protect the labor rights of prison workers in the exporting country. In details, not only market economy in the importing country is involved, but also political and ideological issues in the exporting country, including prisoners’ human rights protection and labor treatment standards, are concerned simultaneously. Specifically, related analysis would be developed in the following:

3.2.1 Fair market competition

Article XX(e) is an economic provision which is designed to prevent the State from gaining an unfair

---

7 See GATT, art. XI.
11 Appellate Body Report. (12 October 1998). United States—Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, WT/DS58/AB/R. pp. 60-61. Available at: https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/_dispu_e1/58abr.pdf (According to the Appellate Body, the first step is to evaluate whether the measure in question corresponds to a right listed in Article XX, then the second step is to evaluate whether the measure is applied fairly or abuses the right(s) invoked.)
advantage due to the cheap prison labor." The basis for the inclusion of Article XX(e) is supposed to be the "distorting effect prison labor has on markets when there is no, or little, money spent on wages in the production." In details, on one hand, prison industry generally could get national policy support and tax benefits. On the other hand, wage paid to prison workers is relatively lower than the normal standard. Thereafter, the low cost of prison labor products would result in a price advantage, and then the unfair competition in the importing market. Thus, the primary concern of Article XX(e) is to avoid exporting countries dumping cheap labor products in the importing country, so as to protect their normal economic market order. Virtually, all Member states simply intend to protect themselves against the "unfair competition" resulting from the low cost labor employed in the production of prison labor products.

### 3.2.2 Human rights protection

The inclusion of labor standards in trade agreements has been widely accepted in today’s international community. Then, in view of the apparent willingness of WTO panels to address the growing interface between trade and other issues within the existing GATT/WTO legal framework, Article XX(e) serves potentially as a legal basis for trade restrictions against imports made in violation of workers’ labor rights or other international human rights standards.

The interpretation of Article XX(e) concludes labor rights “as covered by customary international law or general principles of law.” So, to achieve recognition of economic, social, and cultural rights, Article XX must “include all fundamental labor rights, as identified by the International Labor Organization.” Thereby, another legislation purpose of GATT Article XX(e) is to ensure prison workers are not imposed on forced and compulsory labor, or torture and other violence. Further, within the meaning of Article XX(e), prison workers are supposed to be treated as normal workers outside, in terms of wage standards and working conditions.

For example, where the WTO Member state is also a Contracting Party to the ICESCR, or the fundamental ILO Conventions, it is contextually relevant for a WTO tribunal to examine the relationship between the restrictive measure and the WTO member’s obligations: (1) “respect the right to work by, inter alia, prohibiting forced or compulsory labor and refraining from denying or limiting equal access to decent work” for all persons; (2) protect the right to work including “the duties of State parties to adopt legislation or to take other measures ensuring equal access to work and training and to ensure that privatization measures do not undermine workers’ rights ... and the responsibility of States parties to prohibit forced or compulsory labor by non-State actors”; (3) fulfill the right to work “when individuals or groups are unable, for reasons beyond their control, to realize that right themselves by the means at their disposal.”

---

18 Including: ILO Convention No. 87; ILO Convention No. 98; ILO Convention No. 29; ILO Convention No. 105; ILO Convention No. 138; ILO Convention No. 182; ILO Convention No. 100; ILO Convention No. 111.
19 For example, “work that respects the fundamental rights of the human person as well as the rights of workers in terms of conditions of work safety and remuneration ... [and] also provides an income allowing workers to support themselves and their families” (CESCR General Comment No. 18).
21 CESCR General Comment No. 18, para. 25.
22 CESCR General Comment No. 18, para. 26.
3.3 Legislative background

GATT Article XX(e) reflects the drafters' concerns with workers' rights by listing exception from GATT commitments and obligations. Considering the GATT was drafted in 1947 when forced labor was the only form of prohibited international human rights, it is understandable that the inclusion of Article XX(e) was out of the original drafters' awareness that it is necessary to set an exception to prohibit violation norms of human rights of the time, when it comes to assess the observation with the GATT. Therefore, such interpretation supports the view that the GATT should be compatible with prevailing human rights norms.

4. Problems of modern application

4.1 Classification of traditional and non-traditional prison product

4.1.1 Outdated form of prison industry

Most countries worldwide still preserve such traditional form of prison industry. In the traditional prison industry, prison authority is in charge of the whole process of industry management. Prison workers’ engagement in industrial production serves for their rehabilitation effects. Such conventional prison production is essentially a special producing activity, and prison products made from traditional type of prison industry fall within the scope of “the products of prison labour” regulated in Article XX(e). In details, such kind of pure prison product is organized by Prison Administration itself. And outlay of prison production is supported by state finance. Meanwhile, in the traditional prison industry system, prison product is granted preferential policy and tax benefits by the state, which further reduces the cost of prison product. Therein, such prison products are deemed as pure prison product, which should be forbidden by Article XX(e).

To identify pure prison products, conditions in the following should be met: (1) The production process is wholly organized and managed by the Prison Authority. Since the major aim of prison work serves for prisoners’ rehabilitation effects, prison administration discharges its duty by organizing prison industry for prisoners. Thus, in traditional prison industry system, Prison Authority is in charge of the whole process of prison production; (2) Production capital is completely or partially supported by state finance. In some cases, tax breaks or preferential policy would be provided to prison industry and products by the state, for the final purpose of mitigating the fiscal burden of the government; (3) Wage paid to prison workers is usually much lower than normal standard. Then, low-cost prison labor grants price advantage to prison products in the market competition.

Therefore, resulting from the above factors, the cost of prison product is lower than that of similar products in the free market, which constitutes unjustifiable competitive edge. Therefore, traditional prison products totally fall within the range of Article XX(e), which should be boycotted in the international trade market.

4.1.2 Modern form of prison industry

In fact, with the socialization of penalty execution, which influences prison labor as well, there is an increasing trend in the marketization of the prison economy. Then, one ascertains an increasing phenomenon that inmates work more and more for private undertakings both inside and outside
How could prison products come into prison. The increased use of privatized prison labor is explained with such reasons as the reduction of incarceration costs resulting from increasing numbers of prisoners, the promotion of the inmates’ professional skills or the provision of income to prisoners helping them to support their family members or to indemnify their victims.

The reality of privatized prison labor is that inmates are engaged in productive work resulting in profits for private entities involved in agriculture and stock-breeding, textile manufacture, high-tech sectors and qualified services such as airline booking operators. Actually, many transnational corporations whose products or services we make use of in daily life, have learned that prison labor can be as profitable as cheap labor in developing countries. For example, in the U.S., at least 37 states have legalized the contracting of prison labor to private corporations and allow them to bring their production line into prisons. The list of companies using prison labor nearly covers the full scope of U.S. corporate society: IBM, Boeing, Motorola, Microsoft, AT&T, Wireless, Texas Instrument, Dell, Compaq, Honeywell, Hewlett-Packard, Nortel, Lucent Technologies, 3Com, Intel, Northern Telecom, TWA, Nordstrom’s, Revlon, Macy’s, Pierre Cardin, Target Stores, and many more.

In such form of prison industry, prison product is produced by prison enterprises cooperating with private market entity. Cooperation form might involve joint ventures, sole investment or leasing. In essence, through injecting private capital and private management mode in prison production, the nature of traditional prison industry has been changed to some extent, which facilitates market liquidity of prison product. In this condition, such prison labor product could be considered as non-traditional prison product.

Where judging non-traditional prison product, conditions concerned conclude: (1) The state shall not participate in the organization and management of the prison industry. Prison enterprises hold an independent position in the market and must shoulder corresponding independent liability. The state shall not provide production material, financial support, preferential policy, tax benefits, or government subsidies, to prison industry and product; (2) Prison production is undertaken in the cooperation with outside private entities in forms of joint venture, leasing and other approaches. Prison would supply labor force while outside enterprises provide production material, technical support, and approach of marketing sales and so on. Meanwhile, private enterprises shall provide a quality working environment and good welfare to prison workers; (3) Traditional elements of prison industry shall not play a decisive role in prison production. So to speak, labor cost of prison product would not be lower than competent product in the free market, which implies payment to prison workers should achieve the general standard. Hence, without the price advantage, prison product would not bring in unfair competition in the free market.

4.2 Interpretation of “relating to”

Article XX(e) provides an exception “relating to the products of prison labour.” The “relating to” clause

---

is generally interpreted broadly by the WTO Appellate Body. However, the provision of Article XX(e) for measures “relating to products of prison labor” has not yet been clearly interpreted in any WTO decision adopted by the DSB. While it is relatively easy to identify the objective fact that a product is made with prison labor, the interpretation of measures “relating to” the products of prison labor seems to be more ambiguous.

In today’s international trade market, all products from prison enterprises, whether direct relation or indirect relation to prison production, would be regarded as prison products that fall within the scope of Article XX(e), and then be taken restrictive measures. In fact, considering the context of modern prison industry system, it is unreasonable for the non-traditional prison product to be classified into the scope prohibited in Article XX(e), as such kind of prison product essentially involves in the interests of private companies. While considering taking challenged measures, legitimate interests of private entities should be concerned as well. Thereof, relatedness of products from prison enterprises to the provision would be identified primarily.

4.3 International human rights standard applied beyond the border

Article XX(e) allows the member states to take trade measures relating to the products of prison labour, which is probably the only exception under Article XX where members could take trade measures to cope with problems outside their territory. This implies that WTO member states are in a position to adopt trade measures to address human rights concerns within general and labour standards in other countries. Such an outcome is fairly troublesome in the contemporary global environment, with concern for the protection of international human rights beyond borders are already widespread and systematic. Additionally, an existing international commitment to improve, protect, and fulfill fundamental human rights and labor standards already comes into being.

At the Singapore Ministerial Conference, given the good faith obligation to comply with international commitments and the WTO’s recognition of Core Labor Standards, the Counselor at the Legal Affairs Division of the WTO, Gabrielle Marceau summarized: “[A]ll WTO members must comply with their human rights obligations and with their WTO obligations at the same time without letting a conflict arise between the two sets of legislations. Hence, it is only reasonable to expect that the WTO adjudicating bodies would interpret WTO provisions taking account all relevant obligations of WTO disputing states.” Indeed, if the WTO refuses to take into account legitimate non-trade rules when assessing the validity of a restrictive trade measure, it would in fact play a role in constraining the enforcement of a key global norm. Nevertheless, “it is suggested that a good faith interpretation of the relevant WTOand human rights provisions should lead to a reading of WTO law coherent with human rights law.”

31 See Friedl Weiss, Trade and labor I. Appleton and Plummer Vol. II : pp. 571-596. p. 586. (“... the Panel observed that the example of Article XX(e) GATT relating to products of prison labor showed that the GATT did not proscribe in an absolute manner measures that related to things or actions outside the territorial jurisdiction of the party taking the measure.”)
5. Significance of free flow of prison products in international market

Prison economy contributes to the national economy and social stability. Firstly, as prisoners need to prepare themselves for the post-release life, they should majorly focus on after-incarceration employment prospects. Prison industry is set for rehabilitation primarily by contributing to the prisoners’ vocational skills, responsible habits and money saving.38 Actually, prison enterprises provide a platform for prisoners to exercise their labor rights and fulfill their own labor value; Secondly, following the booming tendency of prison industry in national economies, viewing from an economic perspective, the existing prison industry system is far from efficient. It relies too heavily on imprisonment. And prisoners commonly lack motivation to work. Then promoting economic productivity is a challenge for prison industry reform today.39

However, as prison product is forbidden in the international trade market, it poses pressure to the development of prison industry in countries worldwide. Thus, to protect and further develop national prison industry in the global market, countries try to avoid prohibitive regulations especially GATT Article XX(e) by cooperating with private entities. Then, analysis in a unified application of standard enshrined in GATT Article XX(e) corresponding to the demands of the times is necessary and urgent.

Within the whole WTO legal framework, there is only one provision dealing with products of prison labor. And, the provision itself is non-specific and overwhelmingly general. Detailed and united interpretations regarding definition of prison product, exact application conditions, and procedural requirements are lacked. As a result, in reality, so many conflicts and disputes occurred when applying Article XX(e). Thus, as a sensitive issue, if there is not an unified and appropriate set of processing rule, measures adopted in light of Article XX(e) would be likely to be abused by some countries to take unjustified political and economic interventions in other countries.

6. Analysis of modern application of Article XX(e)

6.1 Distinction between traditional and non-traditional prison product

In the context of internationalization of prison production, given the legislative intent mentioned above, the provision “relating to the products of prison labor” should be interpreted from the economic and political perspective, while taking ratio of prison labor engagement, product cost and production mode into account. Distinction of definition standard for “prison-produced product” and “product of prison labor” is essential. Purpose of the restrictive measures should comply with the purposes of Article XX(e), including economic and political aim. Detailed consideration embody: (1) Prison workers engaging in the production is treated fairly, in terms of reasonable payment and safe working conditions; (2) Neither preferential policy or tax benefits are entitled to the products; (3) Importing countries should not virtually intend to protect national market but on the excuse of protecting human rights of prison workers in exporting countries. In this case, the citation of Article XX(e) is unjustified for lack of consistency in purpose.

6.2 Consistency of WTO Article XX(e) with ILO labor standards

The discussion above indicates that the General Exception provision could be applied to justify a trade ban based on non-trade concerns, such as labor rights in the workplace.40 The Singapore Ministerial Declaration refers to “Core Labour Standards,” involving working conditions.41 Under the Singapore

Ministerial Declaration, the appropriate forum in which to assert these concerns is the ILO, not the WTO.\textsuperscript{42} As a matter of fact, looking through the ILO definition of forced and compulsory labor, it is worth noting that the ILO does not regard all forms of prison labor as labor rights abuses. Thus, whether the WTO would apply Article XX(e) where a private company meets all of the ILO indicators that make prison labor relationship resembling that of a free labor relationship. Further, will the WTO perceive Article XX(e) to justify a trade ban on any product of prison labor? Considering the intent of the rule, could be the modern prison industry be universally accepted by the international trade community and then be exempted from the scope of the Article XX exception? Lastly, is it possible that the WTO will find the Article XX(e) constitute arbitrary and unjustifiable discrimination if it bans all forms of prison labor, especially where the Member state itself allows certain forms of prison labor product by following certain widely-agreed labor standards (inter alias, the ILO standard).\textsuperscript{43}

The ILO Committee of Experts insisted that the approximation of a free labor relationship “was the most reliable indicator”\textsuperscript{44} and has listed certain conditions resembling to free labor as direct indicators to assess the level of voluntariness from inmate workers. These criteria to measure free consent majorly lie on two perspectives: first, whether working conditions in prison resemble to free labor outside prison and, second, how much remuneration and other advantages are granted to inmate workers.\textsuperscript{45} Therefore the specific conditions required for private employment of prisoners under Convention 29, must be analyzed.\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{6.2.1 Free consent}

Inmate workers have the right to express their consents out of initiative request. That is to say, only when inmates voluntarily show their will to work for private companies, it is possible to establish an employment relationship between inmate workers and private enterprises. Due to the captive circumstances, the question arises how prisoners could voluntarily express their consent to work for the private economy, without being threatened with any penalty or loss of a right or privilege.\textsuperscript{47} Corresponsingly, how can the prisoner’s free consent be identified by referring to objective standards? Then, the formal norm of prisoners’ willingness is needed.\textsuperscript{48}

“[E]ach worker receives and signs a standardized consent form from the enterprise indicating that they agree to work. The form indicates the wages and conditions of work formal, preferably written, Consent should be attained by each individual prisoner before engaging him or her to work.”\textsuperscript{49}

However, formal consent does not necessarily avoid the menace of a penalty or the loss of a right or

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid. (saying “The International Labour Organization is the competent body to set and deal with these standards, and we affirm our support for its work in promoting them”).


\textsuperscript{49} ILO: Q&As on Business and Forced Labour, Answer for “question: when is it ok to use prison labour?”, Retrieved From the ILO website: http://www.ilo.org/empent/areas/business-helpdesk/faqs/WCMS_DOC_ENT_HLP_FL_FAQ_EN/lang--en/index.htm
privilege imposed on prisoners. Prisons must still have the freedom to reject employment positions, without the menace of any penalty, any loss of privileges or any unfavorable assessments on commutation of sentence. In addition, working inmates also should be entitled on the freedom to withdraw their consent at any time.

6.2.2 Full employment relationship

In the case of privatization of prison labor, the relationship between the prison authority, private enterprises and working inmates is triangular. As a general rule, there is a direct contractual relationship between the prison authority and the private undertakings. However, the relationship between private companies and working inmates is not clear, since no employment contract exists between them. The ILO Committee of Experts recognized a free employment relationship is compatible with Article 2(2)(c) of the Convention. With respect to the contract form, given the massive number of inmate workers, a collective agreement would be more feasible.

Moreover, general employment law should apply to inmate workers working for private entities. According to the Direct Request (CEACR) concerning Hungary, the ILO Committee of Experts noted that prisoners’ labor related rights in Hungary is regulated by the general provisions under the Labor Law with certain deviations though. The Committee approved such legal arrangements for prison labor. The Committee again emphasized in the 2001 ILO General Report and General Observation, that it is only when work or service is performed in conditions resembling to a free employment relationship that prison work for private companies can conform to Convention 29. In turn such practice requires that the inmates concerned are awarded with the substantial employment-related benefits contained in a free labor relationship, including wages and social security, etc.

6.2.3 Quality working conditions

In line with the Convention, inmates working for private entities must be treated similarly to free workers. Indeed, working conditions resembling to the social industry are requisite. This could assure that inmate workers are working in a “real work situation” as in the free labor market, and could facilitate them to learn or maintain up-to-date professional skills. Since a fully identical situation is impossible due to the nature of incarceration in itself, The question arises to what extent prison working conditions could be similar to general working conditions outside prison. According to the ILO Committee of Experts, the following criteria can be used to assess the level of voluntariness on the part

of working inmates: remuneration levels, social security coverage and industrial safety.\(^58\)

### 6.2.4 Reasonable wage level

As for free workers, labor remuneration is the inmate workers’ first concern. Convention 29 however does not mention the issue of remunerating prison labor, for neither state institutions nor private enterprises. Nevertheless, the ILO Committee of Experts approved that inmate workers under a free employment relationship could receive normal wages, while some deductions for covering incarceration costs are made in a reasonable ratio. With regards to the wage standard, the Committee advised that the same standard as under a free employment relationship should be respected.\(^59\) So, prisoners should earn normal wages, which might be deducted for incarceration cost and victim compensation at a proportionate rate.

“\[T\]he conditions of work the enterprise offers are similar to work outside the prison, namely: Wages are comparable to those of free workers with similar skills and experience in the relevant industry or occupation, taking into account factors such as productivity levels and any costs the enterprise incurs for prison security supervision of the workers; Wages are paid directly to workers. Workers receive clear and detailed wage slips showing hours worked, wages earned and any deductions authorized by law for food and lodging.”\(^60\)

Then, one has to ask what the reasonable ratio of such deductions for incarceration cost could be. Article 10 Paragraph 2 of the ILO Convention 95 concerning the Protection of Wages\(^61\) provides: “wages shall be protected against attachment or assignment to the extent deemed necessary for the maintenance of the worker and his family.” The provision for general workers suggests that even after a deduction, the wage level should allow the worker to have a normal living. Hence, based on this requirement, wage rate should be evaluated fairly, with only necessary deductions being allowed.\(^62\) For example, according to the Direct Request (CEACR) concerning Hungary, minimum remuneration for inmate workers in Hungary is only one-third of the general minimum wage and no pension rights are entitled to them under the existing national legislation, which is denied and inquired by the ILO Committee of Experts.\(^63\) In another case, the Committee noted that the wages paid by private enterprises to the prisoners at the level fixed by collective agreements were passed on to the prisoners only up to their statutory remuneration. The Committee concluded that the hiring of prison labor to private employers under these circumstances is prohibited by Article 2(2)(c) of Convention 29. Even though the Convention 29 does not deal with the level of prison remuneration in state prison workshops, it doesn’t, however, in the opinion of the Committee, forbid that a normal wage system is applied by private enterprises.\(^64\)

### 6.2.5 Inclusion of social security system


\(^{61}\) This convention was adopted on 1 July 1949 and came into force on 24 September 1952.


Inmate workers engaged in a private employment should also be concluded in a social security scheme for accident and health coverage. According to the ILO Committee of Experts measures both in legislation and practice should be taken to guarantee a free employment relationship for inmate workers performing any work or service for private entities. And, normal employment necessarily concludes relevant and substantive employment advantages including social security benefits. In my view, as some social risks happen to inmate workers in the same chance as to free workers, some basic social security systems ought to cover them and accord them old-age pensions, industrial accident benefits and disability benefits.

7. Conclusion

WTO/GATT Article XX(e) forbids imports of products relating to prison labor. Considering the article was drafted in 1947, the historical background of that period has changed. Norms of human right protection are enhanced, and modern form of prison industry appears. So, the original intent of Article XX(e) is necessary to keep pace with the need of the contemporary development. Analysis of innovative application of Article XX(e) is developed in the research. By incorporating non-trade rules in trade rules, international labor standards, especially ILO standards, would be applied in the supply chain of world trade. Consistency between ILO and WTO rules is imperative to guarantee international human rights standards shed light universally. Specifically, within the WTO/GATT framework, when dealing with imports of product relating to prison labor, the efforts to respect human and labor rights of prison workers and improve the working conditions should be made.
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